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1.   ______ cleaned up my bedroom this morning.

2.   My brother came in to help ______.

3.   Sam and ______ vacuumed the floor.

4.   Then, Sam helped ______ dust the shelves.

5.   ______ picked my toys up from the floor and put them away.

6.   Sam made the bed for ______.

7.   Mom said that she was proud of ______ for keeping my room clean.

8.   ______ told her that Sam was a great help.

9.   Sam and ______ make a great team.

10. Sam said, “Will you help ______ clean my room next?”

Pronouns I and Me

Write I or me on the blank line for each sentence.

The word I is used in the subject of a sentence. The word me is used in the 
predicate of a sentence.

examples:  Kim and I walked to the deli.

    The pronoun I is used because it falls in the subject
    of the sentence.

    Kim went to the deli with me.

    The pronoun me is used because it falls in the predicate
    of the sentence.
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The word I is used in the subject of a sentence. The word me is used in the 
predicate of a sentence.


